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Double Heaven

Psalms 26:8

O Lord, I love the habitation of your house and the place where your glory dwells.

We all believe that after death we would go under judgement trial wherein, we would be sent 

to heaven or hell based on our works that we have done in this world. 

For a moment lets go back to the creation...where Father GOD created earth, so that, we could 

live happily, being interdependent on creation. Trees depend on us, for carbon dioxide for 

photosynthesis and we depend on trees, for release of oxygen, so that our system can function. 

So, the whole ecology has been created and fashioned in a manner, that the existence of every 

species, is dependent on the other. Father GOD had made the whole creation, self-sustainable... 

Isn't that amazing?

Can you imagine. that when HE created earth, HE must have made it like heaven... When we go 

deeper, into the actual meaning of heaven... it is a state of joy, happiness, contentment, 

satisfaction...anything which gives you the sense of "top of the world feeling".

When HIS teachings are followed, religiously, for the fulfilment of HIS plan, it becomes heaven 

for us. We can make this world a heaven for us. Why should we wait for death, to happen and 

then reach heaven?

Mathew 6:10

Your kingdom come, your will be done, on earth, as it is in heaven.

Mother Teresa's service to the poor gave her the sense of heavenly feeling. She made the life of 

destitute as heaven.

Isn't it a better idea, to enjoy being like in heaven today and then have a second round of 

physical presence in heaven with LORD by our side?  “Double heaven”.

Why can't we make our present life, our surrounding as heaven? If our sacrifice can give joy to 

others (heavenly feeling) why not do it... because someone else has sacrificed their life, for our 

joy which we are experiencing today. 
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Do not wait for death to happen, to be in heaven.... we can make this place, also like heaven 

because Father GOD created it like Heaven. HE dwells in each one of us. The only difference 

between "in heaven after death" and "in heaven before death" is the approachability to LORD.

Let's make this world like Heaven by following HIS teachings, upkeeping HIS promises and 

fulfilling HIS plans.

Shalom to all!
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